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Abstract There is considerable debate in the REST community whether or not transaction support is needed and possible. This chapter’s contribution to this debate is threefold: we define a business case for transactions in REST based on the Try-Cancel/Confirm (TCC) pattern; we outline a very light-weight protocol that guarantees atomicity and recovery over distributed REST resources; and we discuss the inherent theoretical limitations of our approach. Our TCC for REST approach minimizes the assumptions made on the individual services that can be part of a transaction and does not require any extension to the HTTP protocol. A very simple but realistic example helps to illustrate the applicability of the approach.

1 Introduction

The Uniform Interface [4] of a RESTful Web service [20] implemented using HTTP has very useful and positive implications on the reliability of the interaction of clients with a service following the constraint. Considering that GET, PUT, DELETE requests are by definition idempotent, any failure during these interactions can be addressed by simply repeating the request.

This property, however, cannot be directly applied in a service composition scenario [16] where multiple interactions between a set of RESTful services need to happen atomically. Even if a single idempotent interaction between one client and one RESTful Web service is reliable, it is not clear how to guarantee the same property of atomicity when a client is interacting with multiple RESTful Web services. This problem is the central topic of this chapter, and will be discussed by means of the running example illustrated in the following section.
1.1 Example: Booking Two Connecting Flights

Suppose we want to book a flight composed of two connecting flights from two different and autonomous airlines: swiss.com and easyjet.com, via some travel agency service acting as a service composition over the two airlines. Let's assume that both airlines have the same hypermedia contract for bookings (for reasons of simplicity, and without loss of generality since the composite service is supposed to know all of the hypermedia contracts involved). The REST implementation of the airline information and booking services could be designed as follows.

1.1.1 Checking Seat Availability

Clients can inquire about the availability of seats on a flight at the URI:

```
/flight/{flight-no}/seat/{seat-no}
```

For example, the GET /flight/LX101/seat/ request will return a hyperlink to the next available seat on the flight LX101 or none (e.g., 204 No Content) if the flight is fully booked.

1.1.2 Booking a Seat

A POST request to the /booking URL with a payload referencing such seat will create a new booking resource and redirect the client to it by sending a hyperlink identifying it such as /booking/{id}/. The body of the request can contain a reference to the chosen flight and seat (i.e., <flight number="LX101" seat="33F"/>). The booking can be updated with additional information using a PUT /booking/{id}/ request.

1.1.3 Composition of Bookings

We are now ready to present the first user story, which will be our motivating example throughout this chapter.

**Story 1.** As a customer, I want to book a composed flight consisting of 2 independent, connecting flights from both airlines.

It is the responsibility of the travel agency composite service to satisfy this requirement. A straightforward implementation (without a transaction model for REST) would be the following:

1. GET swiss.com/flight/LX101/seat/
2. POST swiss.com/booking
3. GET easyjet.com/flight/EZ222/seat/
4. POST easyjet.com/booking
The problem is that it may happen that after the first airline service has successfully performed the booking (step 2), the second airline may reply that there are no seats available. Thus we have only a partial flight.

Even if we reorder the requests as follows:

1. GET swiss.com/flight/LX101/seat/
2. GET easyjet.com/flight/EZ222/seat/
3. POST swiss.com/booking
4. POST easyjet.com/booking

the problem is not solved. Even if both step 1 and 2 may return a link to an available seat, the following booking requests may fail due to concurrent intermediate bookings. Thus we may still end up in a situation where we have reserved one flight but not the other one. What we really need is the ability to make step 3 and 4 tentative, so that they can be confirmed later. This way the whole process becomes atomic and happens entirely or not at all.

1.2 Our Goal: Lightweight Transactions for REST

The goal of this chapter is to propose a solution to the problem of atomicity within distributed RESTful interactions within the constraints of: a) Using a lightweight transaction model [14] based on ATOMIKOS TCC [13]; b) Minimizing, or in the best case, avoiding changes to the REST uniform interface and the HTTP protocol. c) Assigning to the service running the composition the responsibility of ensuring the atomicity of the transaction.

A solution should provide the ability to transparently group multiple RESTful interactions and treat them as a single logical step, as well as to ensure that the consistency of a set of resources which are distributed over multiple servers can be kept. Whereas solutions have been proposed to batch interactions affecting multiple resources provided by a single server (e.g., WebDAV’s explicit locking methods [6], or the transactions as a resource approach from [20, p. 231]), these are not directly applicable to interact with multiple resources distributed across multiple servers.

1.3 About This Chapter

This chapter contribution focuses on addressing the atomicity property of distributed transactions across RESTful Web services. This already satisfies the requirements of a wide class of applications, where atomicity is a necessity, while isolation is not. For example, all scenarios involving some kind of resource reservation are relevant, since once a resource is reserved within a transaction, its reserved state should become immediately visible to other
clients in order to avoid overbooking. Our solution is thus applicable whenever clients need to atomically perform a purchase (or more in general, change the state) of a set of distributed and autonomous resources.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: in Section 2 we use our running example to further define the business-driven case for REST transactions and then discuss the technical requirements that a solution should satisfy. In Section 3 we outline the transaction protocol, which is discussed at length in Section 4. Finally, we give a brief survey of related work in Section 5 before drawing some conclusions in Section 6.

2 A Transaction Model for REST

Whether or not REST needs transactions has been heavily debated within the REST community [10]. We claim there is a clear need, and we try to motivate it here. Our motivation is in two parts. First we defining a business model for RESTful services that needs transactions. Next, we define the technical qualities that we think a transaction model for REST should possess in order to be successful.

2.1 Why REST Needs Transactions

With the first story we have already motivated the need for atomicity, and why idempotent requests are not enough. We will now refine this model based on realistic business needs of each of the parties involved.

2.1.1 Refining Our Example: Confirmation of Bookings

As hinted in the introduction, we need a way to make bookings tentative until confirmed:

**Story 2.** As a customer, I want to be able to confirm a booking when I am done. Bookings that are not confirmed are not billed to my account.

Confirmation can (and should) be business-specific. In the context of our running example, we assume that a confirmation hyperlink is returned by the RESTful API of the airline service (e.g., in response to a GET /booking/{id} the service returns `<flight number seat><payment uri="/payment/X"></flight>`). Thus, the booking can be confirmed with a PUT /payment/X `<VISA ...>` request.
2.1.2 Transactional Booking Workflow

The travel agency can now implement a transactional booking as shown by Figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Example of an atomic reservation for two flights (happy path)

In terms of design, the first set of interactions can be driven by the workflow that composes the two services, while the final confirmations to close the transaction could be sent to a transaction coordinator component.

2.1.3 What If Step 4 Fails?

Let’s return to the original problem: what if step 4 fails? By not performing any confirmation, the workflow engine ensures that no billing is done for either flight. This avoids our original problem as the transaction coordinator will not confirm any of the bookings.

2.1.4 Refining Even More: Cancellation of Bookings

Confirmation is driven by the needs of the customer and the travel agency that composes the individual services. From the point of view of the airlines, an additional story arises:
Story 3. As an airline, I do not want to wait for a confirmation forever. In other words, I want to be able to autonomously cancel a pending booking after some timeout expires.

This should be obvious: as an airline, I do not want to loose money because some travel agency keeps seats reserved without confirmations. Consequently, we need a cancellation event triggered by some timeout specific to the airline.

The REST implementation could be as follows: GET /booking/{id} returns <flight number seat><payment uri="/payment/X" deadline="24h"></flight>). The composing workflow service can use the deadline as a hint to when the expiry of the reservation will happen.

2.1.5 Generalisation: Try-Cancel/Confirm

Our stories are particular illustrations of the more general Try-Cancel/Confirm (TCC) protocol. As shown in Figure 2 each request is 'tried' and remains tentative until it is either confirmed or cancelled. Composition of TCC services leads to a natural, loosely-coupled transaction model. Cancellation may occur spontaneously after a timeout or might be triggered by an external event (the latter we consider out-of-scope for this chapter).

Although originally formulated by Atomikos [13], a similar model seems to have been discovered independently at Amazon [8] - which supports our vision about TCC’s broad applicability and relevance.

![Fig. 2 Generic state machine of a resource complying with the Try-Cancel/Confirm protocol](image)

2.2 Technical Requirements for REST Transactions

Industry practice has shown that transactions need to be non-invasive or they will be avoided. This is mostly due to the tight coupling and the additional
complexity they introduce in the design and implementation of services which can participate in a transaction.

Our simple proposal attempts to avoid the negative impacts of existing approaches while ensuring that the visibility and the interoperability that have come to be expected of RESTful services are not affected.

2.2.1 Loose Coupling

The resources published by a RESTful Web service are typically seen as independent entities whose state changes happen autonomously from one another [20]. Clients interacting with resources may change their state through atomic interactions which however do not span across multiple resources [8].

The main constraint for our proposal is to ensure that resources remain autonomous and that performing transactions over them does not introduce any additional coupling among them. This is important to remain within the scope of the REST constraints which emphasize the role of the client as the one driving forward the state of an application.

A transaction solution for REST is considered loosely-coupled [17] if participating services are unaware of the fact that they are being part of a global transaction. More precisely: the individual participating services do not need to have any additional knowledge or implement any extra protocols besides what they already support. Whereas not all RESTful services may be able to participate in such transactions, we claim that there is a significant number of resources that naturally fit with our assumptions due to the nature of the business service they implement. This is particularly true for services that comply with the TCC business model outlined in the previous section.

2.2.2 No context please

Avoiding to make use of an explicit transaction context is a radical departure from most distributed transaction protocols which assume that a transactional context needs to be established and maintained among the participants, which must be aware of the transaction and thus become tightly coupled with one another.

One of the most important requirements to ensure loose coupling is that there should be no transaction context shipped around, thereby eliminating a lot of shared state interpretation and hidden dependencies among services. Most existing protocols for distributed transactions rely on such mechanism to establish a context shared among the participants. Thus the services become aware of participating in a transaction and must carry the burden of maintaining such context. Our goal is to define a protocol which removes the need for establishing and maintaining such context.
2.2.3 Align with the Business Functionality

The classical ACID transaction paradigm revolves around database locks and low-level rollback at the database level [1, 7]. Distributed ACID transactions (i.e., involving more than one database backend and/or service) usually require a 'distributed transaction coordinator' to drive the individual ACID transactions via the XA protocol.

A lot has been said about the blocking nature of XA [12] and two-phase commit in classic ACID transaction technology - we will not repeat that here. Suffice it to say: any successful transaction technology for SOA should avoid the distributed locks associated with XA. The most natural way of doing this is with TCC [13]. Instead of introducing long-running ACID transactions, this allows us to use multiple, short-lived ACID transactions for each of the resource state transitions triggered by the 'try', 'cancel' and 'confirm' events (Figure 2).

In addition to avoiding lots of problems, service-specific confirm and cancel logic are also natural with respect to the business model of the service provider. This in turn means that transaction models embracing these will be less invasive and therefore more likely to be used.

3 Protocols

We will now introduce a set of protocols that ensure transactional correctness in REST systems. Let’s start by defining the transaction a bit more formally:

**Definition 1.** A REST-based transaction $T$ (e.g., booking a composed flight) is a number of invocations $R_i$ (e.g., booking individual flights) across RESTful services $S_i$ (e.g., swiss.com and easyjet.com) that need to either confirm altogether or cancel altogether. In other words: either all $R_i$ succeed via an explicit confirmation $R_i,\text{confirm}$ (e.g., by paying for the flight) , or all $R_i$ cancel but nothing in between.

3.1 The Happy Path

1. A transactional workflow $T$ goes about interacting with multiple distinct RESTful service APIs $S_i$
2. Interactions $R_i$ may lead to a state transition of the participating service $S_i$ identified by some URI - this URI corresponds to $R_i,\text{confirm}$
3. Once the workflow $T$ successfully completes, the set of confirmation URIs and any required application-level payload is passed to a transaction service (or coordinator)
4. The transaction service then calls all of the \( R_i,\text{confirm} \) with an idempotent \texttt{PUT} request on the corresponding URIs with the associated payloads.

The protocol (Figure 3) guarantees atomicity because each participating service receives a consistent request to either cancel or confirm. All participating services terminate their business transaction in the same way.

Note that we assume that \( R_i,\text{confirm} \) is idempotent. In REST, this is a natural assumption to make. In practice, this means that the confirmation URI is called with a \texttt{PUT} or \texttt{DELETE} method - the particular choice depending on the contract defined by \( S_i \) and known to the workflow application.

### 3.2 Recovery Protocol

The basic protocol is very simple so it is natural to ask how this can work even in the presence of failures and recovery. Recovery is outlined below. We assume that each party is able to restore its own durable state, so we focus on the recoverability of the atomicity property across all parties.
3.2.1 Defining Recovery

For practical purposes, we define recovery as follows:

1. Checking the state of a transaction after node failure followed by restart, or
2. Checking the state of a transaction triggered by timeout

Recovery is something that is performed by the coordinator service as well as the participant services. For the coordinator this is expected since it intends to recover the transaction $T$ that it knows about. For a participant, recovery also happens naturally: although a participant is not aware about $T$ (following the loose coupling requirement), a participant service will want to release its reserved resources at the earliest possible time (as required by the business-level service contract).

3.2.2 Participant Service Recovery

Each participating service $S_i$ does the following:

1. For recovery before step 2, do nothing.
2. For recovery after step 4: do nothing.
3. For recovery in between steps 2 and 4: execute $R_{i,\text{cancel}}$ autonomously (This can be triggered by a timeout).

3.2.3 Coordinator Recovery

Like the participant service, we assume that the coordinator service is capable of restoring its durable state. Consequently, we focus on the recoverability of the overall atomicity. The coordinator has a slightly more complex job than the participants, because it has to make sure that all the participants will eventually arrive at the same end state for the transaction $T$. In particular, step 4 actually involves multiple participants so a failure during step 4 could be problematic\(^1\). We propose a naive protocol here, and leave optimisations to future work.

1. For recovery before step 2, do nothing.
2. For recovery between steps 2 and 4: do nothing.
3. For recovery after step 4: do nothing.
4. For recovery during step 4: retry $R_{i,\text{confirm}}$ with each participating service $S_i$. Since $R_{i,\text{confirm}}$ are performed using idempotent methods, they may be retried as many times as necessary. Note: this requires the coordinator to durably log all participant information before starting step 4.

---

\(^1\) Especially because the participants are not aware that they are part of a transaction
4 Discussion

This section presents reflections on the proposed protocols. In particular, we show that they can guarantee atomicity even in the event of failures and outline the known limitations of the approach.

4.1 Atomicity Guaranteed Even With Failures

Even if there are arbitrary failures, we still preserve atomicity - eventually. In other words: given enough time, the global transaction $T$ will be confirmed everywhere, or cancelled everywhere, or nothing will have happened in the first place. More precisely: either all $R_i$ are confirmed, or all are cancelled. In order to prove this, we take a closer look at the protocol steps from the point of view of the coordinator. Here is our proof:

1. If there are no failures, then steps 1-4 run through and each $R_i$ will have been confirmed.
2. For any failures before step 2, no $R_i$ exists, meaning that nothing has happened.
3. For any failures during or after step 2 but before step 4: all $R_i$ will eventually be cancelled autonomously by each $S_i$ (since nothing has been confirmed yet).
4. For any failures during step 4: the coordinator will retry each $R_{i, confirm}$ until it succeeds. Because confirmation is idempotent, this will eventually succeed (note: there is one caveat here - discussed next).
5. For any failures after step 4: all $R_{i, confirm}$ have been done, so we already have atomicity and no action is required.
4.2 The Exception That Confirms The Rule: Heuristics

There is one weak spot in our proof of atomicity: during step 4, some service $S_i$ may time out and cancel on its own, while the coordinator is performing confirmation. In the worst case, this means that some participants confirm whereas others cancel on their own - effectively breaking atomicity. We call this a *heuristic exception* for reasons outlined in the following.

4.2.1 Perfection Does Not Exist

There has been a lot of interesting work related to atomicity, and the more general problem of distributed agreement, and the most important result is that a perfect solution is not possible [5]. In practice, this means that there is always the possibility that at least one participating service/node is unaware of the outcome of the 'global' distributed transaction - be it with our TCC protocol for RESTful Web services or with classic, ACID, XA-style transactions.

The practical consequence is that one or more nodes can remain 'in-doubt' about the global result of one or more business transactions that they are participating in. For instance, flight reservations may never complete because payment never arrives (either due network failures, node failures or both).

This is not specific to REST or WS-*, it exists in any networked environment: there is no perfect protocol for distributed agreement. This is a limitation one has to live with (and one of the drivers behind the CAP theorem [2]).

4.2.2 Enter Heuristics

The bottom line is that perfect atomicity may not be possible sometimes, and we need a practical way of dealing with such scenarios (just like workflow-based solutions do). We propose a simple way based on the 'heuristic exceptions' known from the industry's two-phase commit protocol families (such as OTS [18]).

In practice, most industrial distributed two-phase commit (2PC) technologies recognize that similar anomalies may happen. In order to avoid that a participant remains in-doubt about the outcome, these protocols allow the participants to timeout and unilaterally terminate their part of the a global transaction with a so-called 'heuristic decision' (e.g., heuristic rollback).
4.2.3 Our Protocol Compared to Two-Phase Commit

Once a participant completes $R_i$, it can be considered in-doubt: all its durable state changes are on disk, and the only remaining thing is the pending confirmation $R_{i,confirm}$ on behalf of $T$. If the participant decides to time-out then this is similar to what classical two-phase commit calls a heuristic rollback. The default way of handling this is very similar: we make sure that the coordinator logs this fact on behalf of $T$ and assume that this will be reported in some implementation-specific way to allow for out of band manual resolution of the inconsistency by a human operator.

4.2.4 Advantages of Our Protocol Compared to Classical Two-Phase Commit

One big advantage our protocol offers (compared to classical heuristic cases) is the fact that it offers higher-level semantics and does not hold low-level database locks. In-doubt participants do not block any other work other than the one affected by the business resources they reserve on behalf of $T$. When a heuristic cancel is done by $S_i$, the consequences are well-defined and known to the business: it corresponds to a unilateral breach (by $S_i$) of the contract entered into with the execution of $R_i$. Both the coordinator of $T$ and the site administrators at $S_i$ can use the high-level information to manually resolve the inconsistency. Contrast this to classical transactions, where heuristic exceptions are very low-level error conditions with vague impact and little context information. In this way, our protocol embraces the fact that distributed agreement between businesses is challenging due to the inherent limitations of distributed agreement and the CAP theorem.

4.3 Optimisations and Future Work

We have presented a simple protocol that ensures atomicity in at least as many cases as ACID transactions do, without the restrictions. However, there is a lot of room for optimisation. We can see at least the following things to refine:

1. Optimising the basic protocol with coordinator-driven cancellation in addition to confirmation. This allows the application/workflow to signal failures early, so that participating services do not have to time out. This in turn minimises resource contention.

2. Optimising timeout management by the coordinator in order to minimize the occurrence of heuristic exception cases. For instance, the coordinator could inquire (GET) with each participant to discover the remaining
timeout before attempting to confirm. If the remaining timeout is below a threshold, then the coordinator might refuse to even start confirmation.

3. Optimising the handling of heuristic exceptions if they do happen. For instance, the coordinator could inquire at each participating service to find out more about what to do, or a management-by-exception type of workflow could be triggered that requires human intervention at the workflow end. This sounds all the more interesting because it is backed by the way that real businesses work today.

4. Our basic assumptions could be weakened. For instance, it might be that some service providers do not hold reservations. Likewise, it might be that some requests cannot fail under normal circumstances (like read-only GET requests). Further research along these lines, will help to widen the applicability of transactions over RESTful APIs which do not fully comply with the Try-Cancel/Confirm pattern.

5 Related Work

5.1 RESTful service composition

REST is widely perceived as an emerging lightweight technology for building Web services [20]. The properties of the REST architectural style are meant to enable serendipitous reuse by means of composition [23].

The idea of RESTful service composition has also been explored in the Bite project [21], or with the BPEL for REST extensions [15]. Also, [26, 16] proposes to use workflow languages for composing RESTful services. All of these contributions to do not explicitly address the requirement for transactional composition of RESTful services.

5.2 RESTful transaction models

In addition to several threads on the rest-discuss mailing list, summarized by [10], the problem of transactional interactions for RESTful services has started to attract some interest also in the research community. For example, an approach to RESTful transactions based on isolation theorems has been recently proposed in [19]. The RETRO [11] transaction model also complies with the REST architectural style.
5.2.1 REST-*

The recently appeared book "REST in Practice" [25] also has a dedicated chapter discussing transaction support for REST. The approach seems similar to what REST-* is trying to accomplish, with the same drawback of tight coupling due to, among other things, a transaction context going all around.

More in detail, the JBoss REST-* initiative aims at providing various QoS guarantees for RESTful Web services, in much the same way as WS-* has done for Web services by creating a “stack” of agreed upon best practices and standards for REST middleware. In its attempt at offering transactions, REST-* follows an approach that is reasonably close to TIP and WS-AT: a context is added to each invocation in order to make the invocation transactional. The receiving service has to understand that context in order to participate in the transaction outcome. This leads to tight coupling, something that we have tried to avoid.

5.2.2 ATOM Pub/Sub

Another common approach for reaching distributed agreement in REST uses a publish/subscribe mechanism based on feeds wherein the ‘transaction coordinator’ publishes updates on the ‘outcome’ of the transaction, and each participant then listens for any updates it might be interested in. This is certainly technically feasible, however it assumes that each participant knows the right feed that should be subscribed to, and understands the semantics of the updates being published by the coordinator. In our solution, the participants do not have to know anything besides their own business contract (API). Thus, we believe our approach introduces less coupling than this one.

Also, a publish/subscribe mechanism implies that the coordinator has no direct means of asking a participant service about its final outcome (taking into account any heuristic decisions it may have taken after a timeout). This seems a bit awkward to us.

5.3 Distributed transaction technologies

This section provides some relevant background information on related transaction technologies/standards for Internet-scale systems and/or service-oriented architectures.
5.3.1 TIP

The TIP (Transaction Internet Protocol) was one of the first initiatives to offer reliability on the wider scale of the Internet [24], and across different service providers. It is based on the notion of a transaction context that is passed along with each request. The notion of such a context is far from ideal because it introduces tight coupling and limits the interoperability of the participants.

5.3.2 CORBA OTS

Within the CORBA ecosystem [9], the OTS (Object Transaction Service) is a distributed transaction framework that (at least in theory) provides interoperability of transactions across CORBA objects and even across ORBs [18]. It is used primarily in financial and telecom industries and it allows for a certain heterogeneity. However, as every system based on binary ORB protocols and bindings, CORBA/OTS cannot be directly reused in the domain of RESTful Web services.

5.3.3 WS-*

The WS-* stack would not have earned its fame if it did not offer some form of transaction support. A number of competing standards have been proposed [27], but all of them were designed by committee. This implies that they all tend to be somewhat over-engineered, and above all they are driven by technology vendors [22] rather than by practical needs or demands. Consequently, their practical relevance is rather limited.

The two most common approaches are the following: WS-AT and WS-BT. We will discuss them starting from the assumption that the main value proposition of the WS-* technology stack lies in its intrinsic interoperability between heterogeneous platforms.

WS-AT (Web Service - Atomic Transactions) is the WS-* counterpart of the classical ACID transaction technologies. It offers distributed XA transactions over web service protocols.

As far as we know, this is the only transaction standard that enjoys real cross-vendor support from the bigger players like IBM and Microsoft. Unfortunately, this complex specification leads to tight coupling between participating sites. Configuration is not easy, especially if security is involved. Interoperability among existing implementations has also been difficult to achieve.

WS-BA (Web Service - Business Activity) is a compensation-based protocol that arose out of the BPEL world as a way to make BPEL engines coordinate compensation scopes across vendors/engines. It offers the possi-
bility to 'compensate' for unrightfully executed work with application-level callbacks. However, there is no notion of a business-level 'confirmation' phase, which may be needed to address our requirements.

We do not know of many vendors who support this standard. Microsoft, for instance, does not. This makes the usefulness for interoperability rather limited and hence the relevance of this technology may be questionable.

5.3.4 XA Technology

The XA [12] specification defines an open, vendor-independent way of supporting distributed ACID transactions across back-end systems. It is the classical way of doing distributed transactions a distributed system - but due to tight coupling limitations it is too restrictive for service-oriented architectures and REST.

5.3.5 Try Confirm/Cancel

Try Confirm/Cancel (TCC) is a business-level protocol for distributed atomic transactions offered by Atomikos [13]. The main difference with the previously described approaches is that the transactional events corresponding to cancel ('rollback') and confirm ('commit') are not defined by the needs of the middleware/database but rather by the application/business services$^2$. This makes TCC a highly practical and business-oriented protocol, which – as we have shown in this Chapter – fits very well within the constraints of the REST uniform interface.

Although the current implementations by Atomikos are based on protocols such as RMI/IIOP and WS-*, the underlying ideas lend themselves very well to RESTful Web services, without the need to introduce coupling. In fact, applying TCC to REST allows to offer distributed transactions with services that are unaware of being part of such atomic transaction.

6 Conclusion

In this chapter we propose a light-weight atomic transaction solution for REST based on applying the Try-Cancel/Confirm (TCC) pattern to the design of a RESTful Web service. The pattern fits with the business requirements of many service providers (e.g., e-Commerce sites) that need to participate within long running transactions and thus offer services allowing clients

---

$^2$ A similar idea (but lacking the 'try' phase) was also proposed in the OASIS BTP proposal [3], which was standardized but remains without any current implementations.
to issue requests which can later be canceled and have to be confirmed within
a given timeout before they are carried out.

In addition to defining the business case for REST transactions, we have
proposed a simple protocol to achieve atomicity among distributed resources
that comply with the TCC pattern. We illustrated the protocol’s behaviour
with an example also showing that the resources involved in the transac-
tion remain unaware of the transaction. Finally we have discussed how the
protocol provides a loosely coupled solution to guarantee atomicity and con-
sistency in the event of failures and outlined the known limitations (shared
by all distributed agreement protocols) mainly due to heuristic timeouts.
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